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summary of design approach

“DCPL desires a design solution that not only meets the programmatic 
requirement of the Library’s program and the budget, but one that is unique, 
iconic, functional, and creates a sense of place. The interior spaces should 
present an inviting and dynamic learning environment and be equipped with 
the latest in technology. The exterior should establish a sense of place and 
work with the existing site conditions.” (text taken from the Woodridge RFP). 

Today, a public library is so much more than a mere repository for physical 
collection. Around the world, including right here in Washington DC, the 
typological library is being replaced by light-fi lled, dynamic, fl exible spaces 
intended to address the needs of the community.

Our design approach for the Woodridge Neighborhood Library started with 
defi ning the right questions: What purpose have libraries historically served, 
and what role should they play today? What kinds of spaces best facilitate 
these new roles? How can a new building be future-proofed against the 
massive shifts in information technology currently underway, as well as the 
expanding needs of the rapidly transforming community it serves? What is 
a library’s visual identity within the built fabric around it? How is a library in 
Washington DC, and specifi cally the Woodridge neighborhood, diff erent from 
other libraries?

Each of these questions led to its own line of research. Over the past few 
years, libraries have experienced a historical shift away from the library 
being a repository of books for scholarship and contemplation, and toward 
off ering a casual community amenity in which books are only one off ering 
among many. Fundamentally the most critical off ering of this new amenity 
is space—a generous and inspiring public space that brings together the 
various facets of the community.  

The composition of this space needs to house a variety of types of space, 
which framed the second question—how to balance a grand space that 
energizes and unifi es the whole, with smaller more intimate spaces that 
accommodate books, quietude, and louder activities. We studied a variety of 
approaches, including a doughnut shaped fl oor plate which could provide 
unobstructed and equal views from the building to the surrounding context, 
a U-shaped building which created a courtyard in the middle of the site, an 
organic volume resembling a rock formation that formed out of the parkland, 
and a stepped volume that terraced and unfolded down into the park behind 
the site. 

Through the process we became convinced that the best design approach for 

this specifi c site given the site and building restrictions was a simple box. But, inside 
the box we would organize the spaces around a series of energy lines, derived from 
the geometry of the building. The overall concept of the space would be to orient 
and gesture outward toward Langdon Park. 

This design contained the strengths of the other concepts that were explored—an 
outwardly focused central atrium, a grand double height space with open sight lines 
to the expensive green space and coherent circulation. 

The Library site, which is positioned at the top of the hill and unfolds toward 
Langdon Park, is perfect for a unique and iconic structure for the surrounding 
community. The new Woodridge Neighborhood Library will be an elegant box on 
the outside, which upon entering, angles and orients library patrons towards the 
sprawling Langdon Park land behind the site. A welcoming entrance will lead to the 
main circulation area, which will be fi lled with abundant natural light, and having 
clear sight lines throughout the building and out towards the park land. The Library 
will be fl exible, comfortable, and create a variety of spaces and places for activities 
for all user groups. The new facilities will be clearly organized, yet will allow spaces 
to freely fl ow from one area to another, encouraging patrons to circulate, wander 
and explore the diff erent areas within the building, inside and out. 

Probably the most unique element of the Woodridge Library site, is that it backs 
onto a large public park, Langdon Park.  While only a few other facilities in the 
Library system have this condition, none of them feel connected to the green space. 
While this park connection, and the LEED Gold mandate made it an easy decision to 
provide a green roof,. No other DC Public Library contains a fully occupiable green 
roof. While the green roof is a great concept, it essentially wouldn’t be noticed 
unless the public could access and enjoy the space. It was then decided to pursue a 
third fl oor reading lounge.  

This reading lounge will provide a unique experience for this particular site, while 
being suspended above the central atrium, it will contain dramatic views out to the 
roof garden and also the park. This provides an enclosed reading area, but also a 
secure exterior reading area for the patrons to enjoy. 

While an exterior library area provides some fl exibility on space, it also requires 
some shading and covering element. This resulted in the large canopy being 
designed. This canopy will not only shade the patrons and the overall building 
from the sun, but at night, will also be illuminated and create a lantern for the 
neighborhood. 
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narrative scope of work

The proposed Woodridge Neighborhood Library is located at 1801 Hamlin 
Street, NE. The project consists of an approximately existing 20,000 sf two-
story DC Public Library building with a basement which opened in 1958. 
This existing facility will be demolished and removed from the site, and will 
be replaced with a new Public Library building.  The site location is at the 
intersection of Rhode Island Ave, NE and 18th Street NE, and is adjacent 
to Langdon Park. Rhode Island Ave is a major thoroughfare which leads to 
downtown DC. The neighborhood surrounding the library along Rhode Island 
Ave is primarily commercial, though a block off  of Rhode Island Ave  it rapidly 
changes to primarily single family residential. 

The new Public Library facilities are currently designed to provide a 3-story 
with basement building or approximately 22,500 sf.  The building will be fully 
sprinklered and will be considered of IBC Type IIB construction. The basement 
will contain most of the mechanical equipment, to allow the roof to remain 
mostly free of equipment as it will be publically accessible. Project is targeting 
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Gold, refer to attached 
LEED score card for targeted points. 

The ground fl oor will contain the main entry (located on the northwest 
corner of the building), main staff  area, public restrooms, new arrival books, 
Children’s Services and the Large Meeting Room. 

The second fl oor will contain mostly the Adults and Teens Services, along 
with public restrooms, two conference rooms, study rooms and some support 
staff  areas. This second fl oor will overlook the ground fl oor space. Along this 
edge will be computer stations and work spaces. The stairs leading up to the 
second fl oor will be of concrete. The steps will also contain larger assembly 
seating areas to allow for future performance or gathering spaces. 

The third fl oor will contain a reading lounge, which will fl oat over the lower 
spaces, will be enclosed in a glass wall which will allow views out towards to 
the park, and allow natural light into the building. This third fl oor will also 
have access to a green planted roof, which can be open to the public as part 
of the amenities provided. This occupiable green roof and reading lounge 
is what will make this branch library diff erent from the previous design 
approaches implemented around the city. 

Each of the three publically occupiable fl oors will be open to each other 
providing overlooks and visual connectivity between the separate spaces. 
Due to these overlooks, the central space will be considered an atrium space, 
and will have specifi c code requirements needed to address the life-safety of 
the space, such as a smoke control system. 

Above the roof/third fl oor level, there is currently designed a large canopy 
structure. This canopy will be structurally separate from the third fl oor 
reading lounge enclosure. The idea is that the columns which run down 
through the building support the large steel/aluminum canopy structure 
fl oating above the building. The canopy will be consturcted of prefabricated 
metal grates/louvers and will provide both shade for the building as well as a 
surface to illuminate at night. 

Site Construction
The site slopes from the north edge to the south edge, with a drop of 
approximately 10’, with the slope continuing down into Langdon Park. The 
site has an existing concrete sidewalk, steps and window wells to the building 
entrances which will be removed and replaced as indicated through the 
design.  The remainder of the site is grass and shrub covered. The parking 
surface along the south edge of the side shall be removed, repaved and 
restriped for parking. The site grading will be modifi ed to provide positive 
drainage away from the building. The front of the building (north edge) will 
contain a public gathering area. The full extent of this area has not yet been 
determined, as there is the potential to capture additional space with a street 
removal. This street removal is still in the initial phases of discussion with the 
City agencies. Site plants shall be of local origin and drought tolerant. Paving 
and pavers will be pervious to rainwater. 

Geotechnical
As provided by DCPL in the RFP process, the team is using the geotechnical 
report titled “Interim Geotechnical Report”, dated January 11, 2011 provided 
by Thomas L. Brown Associates, PC. 

Structure
Foundations and structure up to and including the second fl oor, are currently 
designed to be concrete. The potential exists to reuse some of the existing 
structural pile foundations. The design team is beginning the exploration of 
this potential reuse. 

The fi rst and second fl oor structure is to be a concrete slab with upturned 
beams to accommodate the mechanical units, electrical and data services, 
sprinkler piping, etc which will be hidden below the raised access fl oor. No 
exposed piping shall be below the fi nish ceilings, all sprinkler piping is to be 
run within access fl oor above with their sprinkler heads punched through 
concrete slab. This will also create a nice smooth concrete ceiling fi nish on the 
underside of the second fl oor. 

The third fl oor is currently designed to be framed with steel members and an 
access fl oor; the roof area is to be of composite metal deck with a concrete 
topping. 

The third fl oor reading lounge, referring to the latest drawings, is currently 
suspended from the framing above, rather than held up from a structure 
below. This is being pursued to acheive a light-feeling structure that is 
magically hovering above the space below. This will also allow more light 
from above to reach the lower levels, decreasing the need for internal 
lighting. The suspension cables which hold this reading lounge will be coated 
with intumescent paint. 

The bridge connection to the third fl oor is what will brace the reading lounge  
from swaying or moving. This bridge connection will also allow a ‘light’ 
connection, rather than a heavy/substantial structure to hold the fl oor up 
from below, and has the potential to be glass or metal grating. 

The design direction for the canopy/trellis is to be designed of modular 
metal grating sections within a steel superstructure. The canopy/trellis will 
be designed to shade the building from the sun, as well as be illuminated at 
night to act as a beacon for the neighborhood. 
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Thermal and Moisture Protection
Exterior wall waterproofi ng has yet to be determined, and will depend on 
the exterior wall construction and assembly. Exterior fi nish has not yet been 
fi nalized at this point as various options are being evaluated at this time. 
Currently the exterior wall approach will be either poured-in-place concrete, 
or a metal stud wall with a modular stone/precast concrete veneer stone or 
precast modular concrete. 

Roofi ng system shall be an Extensive planted/green roof containing 3-5” of 
growing medium to support small plants and grasses (we are aiming for more 
than just sedum, but less than full trees and bushes).

The roof deck would be composite metal deck with a concrete topping, water 
proofi ng membrane, insulation, then the green roof assembly or pavers 
depending on the location. 

The roof will have 24” square precast concrete roof pavers for the reading 
terrace. This will also apply for the exterior terrace at the ground fl oor level. 

Doors and Windows
Most doors to be exposed wood (not painted) with vision panels; some doors 
to be full glass. 

Keying for staff  areas will be by electronic keys, public use areas will be with a 
physical key. 

Glass wall systems shall be curtain wall, Kawneer or similar. Light 
transmittance, solar refl ectance, solar factor, etc shall be determined at a later 
date to meet the energy and leed requirements.  Individual windows will be 
of a similar system. 

Entry lobby/vestibule doors will be full glass, sliding doors, and operated by 
motion sensors. 

Finishes
Wall fi nish to be painted drywall, potentially some acoustic panels may be 
required (depending on how the design of the fi nishes). Tackable surfaces 
will also be provided as outlined in the building program. All paint and stains 
must be Low or No VOC. 

A raised access fl oor system will be used across the majority of the fi rst, 
second and third fl oors to accommodate the future need for cables and/or 
power. All fl oors will be carpet, cork, or other similar modular fi nish due to the 
access fl oor grid, with the exception of high traffi  c areas which will receive a 
hard surface. Such areas include the public circulation desk, top and bottom 
of stairs and elevator landing. 

Ceiling fi nishes are currently designed to be sealed and painted concrete at 
the underside of the fi rst fl oor, and painted drywall on the second and third 
fl oors.  

Equipment
One elevator shall be installed to provide access to all fl oors of the building. 
The elevator shall be KONE EcoSpace, machine room-less model. 

All restroom fi xtures and toilet partitions shall be ceiling hung. Restroom 
fi xtures will be DCPL standard commercial units. Toilet fi xtures shall be wall 
hung, not fl oor mounted, to provide ease of cleaning for the DCPL staff . 
Fixtures shall be low-fl ow or as required in the Plumbing specifi cations to 
meet or exceed the LEED credit. Drinking fountains will be provided adjacent 
to the public restrooms. 

Exterior and interior signage will be designed per the DCPL standards. 

The Large Meeting Room shall contain a video and multimedia infrastructure, 
along with storage areas for chairs/tables and any media equipment. 

Mechanical and Plumbing
Refer to the Mechanical Narrative for additinal information. 

We are attempting to keep the roof as clear of as much equipment as we 
can. Ideally the equipment will be located within the access fl oor, or in the 
basement (which will require some large louvers to provide fresh air along the 
backside of the building).

It is assumed that a fi re pump will be required to service the building.  (This is 
assumed at this point as we are waiting on pressure test results). 

As the building has an atrium space, we must provide a smoke evacuation 
system. 

Rain collection barrels on the roof to collect rainwater for servicing the green 
roof are being considered. 

Electrical
Refer to the Electrical Narrative for additinal information. 

Exterior lighting shall be controlled by photo sensors, interior lighting shall 
be controlled by occupancy sensors. General interior lighting will primarily be 
up-lighting, in lieu of ceiling mounted fi xtures where possible. 

Security system shall include a CCTV system, RFID system (regarding the book 
collection)
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sketches
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scale model
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3d renderings
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woodridge neighborhood  library
location plans

site photographs & analysis
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PROJECT SITE

U.S. CAPITOL

THE WHITE HOUSE
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Bus Route

Arterial
15 min | 30 min 
Walking Distances

Site Metro Station Parks/Open Space

Recreation Center

Public/ Private Elementary School

High School

University
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HAMLIN STREET, NE

18
TH
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T,
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E

PROJECT SITE

RHODE ISLAND AVE, NE
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INTERSECTIONS
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PARK VIEW WITH FOCUS POINT
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VIEW TO LIBRARY
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SITE CONDITIONS
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View acorss Rhode Island Ave to site

Diagonal view to the southwest across Rhode Island Ave to site View north along 18th Street View of existing tree on adjacent property to the east of the site. 

View northeast up Rhode Island Ave to site View east on Hamlin Street to site
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View of site looking north across Langdon Park View of site looking northeast across Langdon Park View of site looking north across Langdon Park

Rooftop view of Langdon Park to the south of the building
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woodridge neighborhood library
color coded  architectural drawing set

(used for community presentations)
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DCPL provided adjacency diagram
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stacking diagram
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lower level plan

MECHANICAL AND SERVICE AREAS

UNEXCAVATED AREA

NOTE: Refer to updated 
progress architectural fl oor 
plans following this section.
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ground fl oor plan

ENTRANCE AND 
LOBBY AREA

STAFF AREAS

PUBLIC 
RESTROOMS

STAFF 
AREAS

BOOK 
DROP

CIRCULATION DESK EXISTING 
ADJACENT 
PROPERTY

PUBLIC ALLEY

18
TH

 S
TR

EE
T,

 N
E

EXTERIOR TERRACE

MAIN ENTRY

LARGE MEETING 
ROOM

CHILDREN’S 
SERVICES

PREFUNCTION 
SPACE

NOTE: Refer to updated 
progress architectural fl oor 
plans following this section. ar
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second fl oor plan

TEENS 

ADULT SERVICES

PUBLIC 
RESTROOMS

OPEN TO 
BELOW

NOTE: Refer to updated 
progress architectural fl oor 
plans following this section.
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third fl oor plan

READING LOUNGE

READING TERRACE

GREEN ROOF

OPEN TO 
BELOW

NOTE: Refer to updated 
progress architectural fl oor 
plans following this section. ar
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canopy roof plan

SUN SHADE TRELLIS / CANOPY

SKYLIGHTS

SOLID ROOF

NOTE: Refer to updated 
progress architectural fl oor 
plans following this section.
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Woodridge Neighborhood Library
Area Summary Table

Program Element
Program Area (sq

ft)
Proposed Area (sq

ft) Comments

General Building Entrance Services
(only including custodial closet, staff storage, and tele/com room) 332

708 Restrooms

4042
Basement only: Mechanical, Storage,
Stairs, etc.

1421
Floors 1, 2 & 3:Mechanical, Storage,
Stairs, etc.

Entrance to Library 444 2239 Includes several components

Adult Services 3774
Includes large public stairs and
reading room

Browsing & New Materials 285 Included in Entrance area
Computer for Public Use 840 Included in Adult Services
Conference/Large Study 480 496

Fiction 674 Included in Adult Services
Information Desk 140 Included in Adult Services

Non Fiction 882 Included in Adult Services
Periodicals 110 Included in Adult Services
Reference 210 Included in Adult Services

Seating 1902 Included in Adult Services
Sight & Sound 460 Included in Entrance area

Study/Tutor Rooms 312 204 4 study rooms
Space Unique to Woodridge Library 1689 1281 3rd floor reading lounge only

Children's Services 2464
includes stroller parking under main
ceremonial stair

Computers for Children 200
Collections and Seating 2985

Teen Services 778 745

Circulation Services Public Interface 510 128

Only space behind circulation desk
included here, rest of space included
with "Entrance to Lobby"

Meeting Room 1253
Meeting Room 997 Includes kitchen

Pre Function Area 421 Defined with after hours gate
Meeting Room Storage 280 291

Printing & Copying Centers 100 Included in Adult Services

Staff Areas Non Public 1526 1312
Includes Circulation, Adult, and
Children Staff Areas

Friends of the Library (150 sq ft) 173
Café 132

Subtotal 20828
Non Assignable Square Footage 4896 1770

Gross Square Footage 21288 22598 Total

Breakdown of Floors 4042 Basement
9634 Ground Floor
7144 Second Floor
1778 Roof
22598 Total
1310 Delta from Program

fl oor area summary 
table
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woodridge neighborhood library
existing and proposed site plans

progress fl oor plans

progress elevations

progress building sections

proposed canopy design direction

proposed exterior wall assembly design direction
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Lower Level 
gross fl oor area = 4,042 sf
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Ground Floor 
gross fl oor area = 9,634 sf
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Second Floor 
gross fl oor area = 7,144 sf
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Third Floor 
gross fl oor area = 1,778 sf 
(enclosed area only)
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Canopy Plan
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proposed canopy design direction

Option 1 - straight fi ns (vertical or angled)

Option 2 - angle sections

Design Concept:
Use of standard, off -the-shelf materials to create a solar shade for the 
building. These materials would infi ll between the major structural members. 
Two shading member designs are indicated, a straight fi n (which can be either 
vertical or angled), or an angle bar. Both of these shading types disallow water 
and snow accumulation. The spacing of these members has not been fully 
determined at this time. A spacing 18” o.c. for both options can be assumed 
at this stage. Further sun studies will be required to determine adequate 
spacing. 

The fi nish of these members could either be anodized (which would require 
a mechanical connection between elements) or painted (which could be 
welded together). 

Indicated in these sketches, we show a wide fl ange major beam. This would 
need to be either a tube section or a wrap provided to not allow water, snow, 
debris to accumulate on the ledges of the members. 

The shading members are indicated resting on the lower fl ange of the steel 
member. This can be adjusted to rest on top of the main structural members, 
or anchor into the sides. These details will be determined in the next phases. 
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proposed exterior wall assembly design direction

axonometric view of exterior face

axonometric view of interior face - various potential framing options

BASE DESIGN CONCEPT: 
A poured-in-place concrete exterior wall. The concrete wall should be:
• textured
• colored/tinted
• tilted/battered
This is the baseline for the design. Alternatives should be investigated for 
each aspect of the wall. The team can investigate whether eliminating any 
one of the design criteria could lead to cost savings if needed. 

This battered wall may be accomplished in a variety of diff erent ways, but 
the exact approach will be further developed during the design process 
and as a result of the cost estimates.  Some ideas are presented below for 
consideration. 
• A solid poured-in-place concrete wall which tapers from the top down to 

the bottom. 
• An integrated column to support a thin tilted wall
• Separate framing system to support the tilted wall. 
• A stand-alone tilted wall. 
There may be other alternatives, which can be presented and discussed with 
the team. 
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proposed exterior wall assembly design direction

typical battered wall assembly axonometric

battered corner condition 
(custom corner pieces indicated in red)

ALTERNATIVE DESIGN CONCEPT: 
A cast-stone veneer product, such as Shouldice, mounted to a standard 
veneer wall assembly. Refer to the following pages for product literature on 
the Shouldice product. 

This assembly would still be
• textured fi nish
• colored/tinted
• tilted/battered

The walls would remain battered, therefore the corners would need to have 
custom pieces produced. Ideally this would be limited to two diff erent corner 
pieces. The remaining pieces along the angled wall could use standard pieces. 

The typical wall assembly would consist of:
• interior drywall fi nish
• metal stud framing and insulation
• exterior sheathing
• waterproofi ng barrier
• veneer stone product

Note that above openings, this product would require steel lintels to be 
included in the design. 
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Shouldice 
Architectural 
Collection

4

load-Bearing & 
Stone Veneers

Hi Pressure and 
Water RepellAnt
The Shouldice Designer Stone 

Architectural Collection are 

Hi-Pressure and Water Repellant 

Building Units that may be used on 

Building Envelopes or incorporated 

in design to Accent and Compliment 

Completed Wall Systems.

 

use at grade level
The Architectural Collection may be 

used at Grade Level Applications 

and Incorporates Integral Water 

Repellents throughout each unit for a 

Lifetime of Performance. 

Tapestry, Tex-Stone and 

Rock-Stone are available in 

a Full Compliment of sizes for 

Load-Bearing and Non Load-Bearing 

Applications. 

Tapestry features a Smooth 

Polished Face Texture with Standard 

Bevels on all Face Edges. 

Tex-Stone features a Hammered 

Stipple Face Texture optional bevel 

on all Faces Edges.

Rock-Stone features Hand 

Chiselled Convex Face Textures 

for the Ultimate in Third Dimension 

Effect. Refer to page 6 for Shapes, 

Sizes and Custom Applications.  

Albright Manor

Derby Towers Development

6

All UNits are available in metric and imperial sizes.

390mm
15 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

290mm
11 5/8”

590mm
23 5/8”

90mm
3 1/2”

390mm
15 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

390mm
15 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

390mm
15 5/8”

90mm
3 1/2”

190mm
7 5/8”

90mm
3 1/2”

590mm
23 5/8”

90mm
3 1/2”

390mm
15 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

590mm
23 5/8”

90mm
3 1/2”

390mm
15 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

590mm
23 5/8”

90mm
3 5/8”

390mm
15 5/8”

190mm
7 5/8”

140mm
5 5/8”

290mm
11 5/8”

240mm
9 5/8”

15cm / 6”
Standard

20cm / 8”
Standard

25cm / 10”
Standard

30cm / 12”
Standard

10cm / 4”
Standard

Vertical Score Horizontal Score Standard Margin

Score
Score

Load-Bearing Stone & Veneer Profiles

Textures
Available Textures are shown in 

Pearl White. Tapestry and Rock-Stone 

are Stock Textures in Pearl White and 

Chamois.

Tapestry Rock-Stone Tex-Stone

 90x90x290mm 90x90x390mm 90x190x390mm 90x190x590mm 90x290x590mm
 (4”x4”x12”) (4”x4”x16”) (4”x8”x16”) (4”x8”x24”) (4”x12”x24”)

 36.4 38.7 28.2 30.1 28.9
 (5278) (5612) (4089) (4365) (4190)

 0.69 0.71 0.64 0.67 0.69

 2137 2199 2076 2242 2109
 (132) (136) (128) (136) (130)

 6.4 6.7 7.1 6.8 6.9

SHOULDICE DESIGNER STONE COLLECTION

EXCEEDS CODE
CSA STANDARD A165 Series-04
(ASTM C-55-03 Equivalent)

TYPE I-25
(I)

Minimum
Compressive
Strength MPA
 (PSI)

Maximum 
Saturation 
Coefficient*

Oven Dry Mass 
Density, Kg.m3 
(lbs/cu ft)

Maximum Water 
Absorption, per-
cent by Mass

 AVG. IND.

 25 21.21
 (1900) (1700)

 AVG. IND.

 0.78 0.80

  2000
  (125)

  8

STONE MASONRY UNIT TEST REPORT**

* Saturation coefficient means the ratio of the absorption after 24 hours of submersion in cold water to the 
 absorption after 5 h of submersion in boiling water as determined in accordance with 
 CSA Standard CAN3-A82.2.
** Results of testing by Peto MacCallum Consulting Engineers.

90mm
3 1/2”

Not Available In 16x24

Hollow Core Units are Custom Order

424 Rock-Stone 424 Watertable 424 Jade424 Full Radius424 Tapestry 

product literature for stone veneer
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3 5/8” x 3 5/8” x 23 5/8” & 11 5/8” 
90mm x 90mm x 590mm & 290mm

3 5/8” x 7 5/8” x 15 5/8” & 7 5/8”
90mm x 190mm x 390mm x 190mm

3 5/8” x 7 5/8” x 23 5/8” & 11 5/8”
90mm x 190mm x 590mm x 290mm

3 5/8” x 11 5/8” x 23 5/8” & 11 5/8”
90mm x 290mm x 590mm x 290mm

Rock-Stone 90º

Tex-Stone 90º 

Tapestry · 45º

Double

Return

custom 

angle 

Ordinary Two Piece corner
·  Requires special order piece with one face 

and one end finished.

·  Requires special order or field cut and bevel 
piece to restore running bond.

corner Stone Corner

·  Corner Stone made to your specifications 
maintains bond in a single piece.

· Corner Stone provides a cleaner and natural 
structural block appearance in a veneer stone.

·  With the special pieces/finishing required to do 
a two piece corner Corner Stone’s additional 
cost is only marginally more.

Tapestry Corner Stone with a Margin - Pearl White

Quoins - Pearl WhiteCorner Stones used as Quoins- Pearl White

3 5/8” x 15 5/8” x 23 5/8” & 11 5/8”
90mm x 390mm x 590mm x 290mm

Tapestry & Tex-Stone Only

 Pearl White Antique Bronze Chamois Executive Grey  Desert Buff  Briar 

16

THE DESIGNER STONE COLLECTION IS EXCLUSIVELY MANUFACTURED 
AND PROCESSED UNDER PATENT PROTECTION U.S PATENT 4,335,549 AND 
CANADIAN PATENT 1,169,265 and 2,127,191.         PRINTED IN CANADA 500240

Shallow Lake, Ontario, Canada  N0H 2K0        

Phone: 800-265-3174  Fax 800-211-6060

Email:  designer@shouldice.ca   www.shouldice.ca               

Mr. Stoneman

Architectural Custom colours & Textures 

 Dover Coral Sonoma Suede Prairie Galaxy

These colour representations have been printed as closely as possible to 
actual product colours. However, no colour representation can match the 
actual Beauty of Shouldice Designer Stone Products.

Architectural Standard colours & Textures

$3.00 ea.
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